
BoSS is the leading access tower brand in the United Kingdom, providing 
comprehensive and versatile tower systems to domestic, commercial and 
industrial projects across the country.

Whilst the majority of towers are straightforward builds up to 8m externally or 12m internally, 
therefore covered by product standard EN1004:2004, the team at BoSS identified an 
opportunity to use the systems to replace the traditional tube and fitting scaffolds used on 
bigger projects, using EN1004 components but outside the scope of that standard.

This led to the formation of BoSS TASKFORCE, the expert BoSS Hire & Assembly network of 
carefully selected supply and erect access tower hire companies.

With founding members including Flow Access, STS, Tower Hire Services and Hi Point, this 
nationwide network of hire and assembly providers is capable of delivering more complex BoSS 
tower builds – known as prefabricated tower scaffold and covered by the new BS1139-6.

For each project, an individual design with structural calculations and method statement is 
prepared, before the complex structures are assembled by operatives with the appropriate 
competence from the BoSS TASKFORCE network. This includes scheme designs for linked, 
large deck and cantilever structures and site specific designs.

TASKFORCE CASE STUDY
CLIENT: PASMA/FLOW ACCESS

PASMA Tower Week is back for its fourth year and from November 2nd - 6th, 
PASMA members including Youngman Group’s BoSS towers, will be highlighting 
safety at height. Tower Week was established by the Prefabricated Access 
Suppliers’ and Manufacturers’ Association (PASMA) to promote the use of towers 
as well as exchange information on the development of height safety in general. 

PASMA is the leading industry body representing the interests of manufacturers, 
suppliers, specifiers and users of pre-fabricated access equipment. They provide 
and oversee the industry standard training scheme and publication of safety-
related knowledge, information and guidance. As a PASMA member, Youngman 
Group will be highlighting the versatility of their BoSS towers and their safe and 
productive use via their LinkedIn page, BoSS Towers & Access, during the week by 
sharing some exclusive video content.

Although Tower Week perfectly highlights BoSS’ relationship with the leading 
industry body, it’s the work that is carried out through the whole year that 
reinforces why these partnerships are paramount in promoting safety at height. 
The comprehensive product range from BoSS resulted in PASMA recently using 
the popular BoSS Ladder span and BoSS plus products whilst undertaking 
refurbishment of its head office in Glasgow.

BoSS’ customer and TASKFORCE member, Flow Access Systems, were 
commissioned by PASMA to assemble and erect the BoSS towers as part of the 
ongoing maintenance of the listed building.

Flow Access Systems is a well-regarded and capable PASMA approved hire & 
assembly company. Their staff are PASMA trained and they came out on top when 
members of PASMA were asked to bid for this prestigious project. 

   Tower Week is a collaborative 
effort between PASMA and our 
partners. Together we are aiming 
to produce a special week that 
will benefit the industry and 
make a real difference to keeping 
people safe. With an increase in 
partnerships and new ideas, Tower 
Week 2015 promises to be the 
biggest and best yet.

Peter Bennett, PASMA (MD) 

For further information, please contact us: 

Tel:  01621 745 900
Email:  youngman-sales@wernerco.com
Web:  www.bossaccesstowers.com

“

”

    BoSS tower builds have more than the minimum 
components demanded by EN1004 and since its 
establishment its reputation has been built on 
safety, by providing the best possible tower builds. 
BoSS also has the largest range of additional 
components available, to enable complete 
flexibility in demanding environments.

“

”Jason Carlton, BoSS 
(Product and Commercial Manager) 

Peter and Andy 
(PASMA and Flow Access)


